NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
Let X be a topological space. P(X) denotes the power set of X. [
x] ' is the family of all finite subsets of x. Let T and S be two families of subsets of O. We say that T refines S if for each T e T there is S E S such that T C S; we say that T strictly refines S if for each T C T there is S C S such that T C S.
Note that we do not require that UT US. For every finite A C x we will use the following notation:
for each y E O, yA y ProjE (y), for A C D Ax = {yA : y C Al for A C P(I), AAx {Ax : A C A}.
THE PARACOMPACT CASE
Here is our main result. Note that the conclusion is strictly stronger than the claim that o(x) is paracompact. For example, a discrete space is paracompact, yet even a closed discrete subspace of a regular space need not have the property in the conclusion. Indeed, if one covers the x-axis in the tangent disk space with basic tangent disk neighborhoods at each point, no such U or 13 exist.
Before proving the theorem we first prove a rather technical lemma. In it, we produce open covers of c(x) by induction: first of x itself, then all points that deviate from it in exactly one coordinate, then two coordinates, and so forth. At the nth stage of the induction, we take each n-element subset A of x, and handle all the points which deviate from x at exactly the coordinates indexed by A. This set of points is homeomorphic to WA so a lot of our attention is focused on producing the projections ( 
Note that the family (W,)A was already chosen (see 8(a-d)), and that W"-, has been chosen for each WA E (W*)A (see (9)), so this is not circular.

Let us check that (W>V)A -U { (WO>-:9 -A} satisfies the conditions in (A) and (D).
First (8a) together with (aO) for 0 C A give us that (WVv)A is locally finite, while (7) and (8b) imply that it covers EA, hence (aO) holds. Now (8d),(9) and (11) imply (al), (11) implies (a2) and (10) gives us (a3).
Next (6) and (8a) imply (dl). By (1), (2) and (8c) we get (d2), while (9) Each BF is a subset of corresponding F* so Lemma C implies that the family B is locally finite in UV'. Finally U B C U F* and since UU' n F C F* n TF= BF for each F E F (see (3) and (6)), we get UU' n U F C UB C UF*. On the other hand, (7) and (4) imply that UF* = UU' C US C UF and so UB = US= UU'. Finally we choose any box neighborhood VA of x, so that (7) VA C UA.
Now (4) implies (i), (2) implies (ii)
, (5) and (7) give us (iii), while (6) implies (iva) and (3) 
